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Taken from real life

If you trust 
everyone…



…you might end in a 
disadvantageous 
situation 





The zero trust approach aims to 
wrap security around every user, 
every device, every piece of data 
— every time. 

Unified and integrated security 
tools proactively manage threats 
and protect your most valuable 
assets: your data.

Zero Trust: 
Never trust –

Always verify
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Applications are crucial for the users to fulfill 

their duties.

Devices (and data on it) need to 

be secured against theft or loss, 

e.g. through strong encryption.

Backend storage and computing 

infrastructure (“cloud”) needs to 

be secure and reliable.

Devices are the “tool” used to 

communicate or use Apps.

All communications need to be 

secure (encrypted) and reliable.

For preservation of evidence 

secure storage and secure 

retrieval methods are needed.

Visible for the user

Behind the scenes

Secure storage for preservation of evidence 

Secure and reliable compute infrastructure

Secure and reliable communication

Device security

Devices

Apps

Invisible security



Zero trust platform or 
„Swiss cheese model“

Every single barrier in a defense model 
has individual weaknesses and holes –
either by design or by accident.

Multiple barriers prevent a trajectory of 
failure opportunity through the defense 
model – in case multiple holes 
momentarily align.

An extensive security platform ensures 
well aligned barriers at different stages 
in the threat evolution along the “kill 
chain”.



You need…
…risk assessment

…a strategy

…methods, tools and partners to gain control
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